
S O F T W A R E  D E F I N E D  P A C K E T  C O N T R O L L E R

NEW
VALUE

#Discover new value 
#Business growth

#Network-based shape
#Traffic flow

M e e t  Yo u r  B e s p o k e  N e t w o r k  &  S e r v i c e



CUSTOMIZATION

Flexible network solution that suit the need of customers
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SIMPLICATION

Complex traffic management per data type
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LANEBOW 
not only supports customer customization, which was difficult to expect from foreign solutions, but also 
provides customers with business expansion and new direction of value through LANEBOW. 

LANEBOW is a packet controller solution that overcomes the limitations of existing NPB (Network 
Packet Broker) equipment by incorporating SDN (Software Defined Networking) data plane control technolo-
gy into legacy equipment rather than open flow based. 
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FLEXIBILITY

Solution that enables a stable network with low cost & high efficiency

NEW VALUE

Create new value beyond simple network solution
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LOW COST

Reduce your investment and operating cost
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The Internet has evolved into services that require a large amount of traffic, from web-based text, audio and video to high-quality image 
quality content and virtual reality-base services.  
Due to the services that use a large amount of Internet traffic, an analysis system that can provide use-based complex services rather than 
simple traffic-based services is needed. 

LANEBOW system is optimized for the environment of services that use a large amount of traffic and focuses on the function to analyze 
various types of traffic by mirroring and controlling complex traffic at the same time. 

Solution For Business Growth

High Capacity Classified Mirroring & Control

Multi Port & Multiple Traffic Mirroring
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- User, service flow, payload string-based packet filtering and control function
- Maximizes efficiency by enabling various and complex traffic control
- ACL can be applied to multiple Ips or hosts for large traffic 

Security/analysis equipment is being expanded and built for diversifying attacks and hacking attempts in a complex and huge network 
environment. There are many types of systems that monitor, and control traffic and distribution and priorities are needed for them. 

LANEBOW provides the security/analysis system with multiple priorities of the mirroring traffic incoming to the multi-port and at the same 
time provides optimal efficiency by providing the patterns required by the security/analysis system. 

- Provides priority analysis information between security/analysis equipment requiring traffic mirroring 
- M:N Multi-port mirroring 
- Collects multiple mirroring traffic and delivers it to security/analysis equipment 
- Data transmission by multi-mirroring traffic to several security/analysis equipment

IDS(Packet analysis)

WFS(Block harmful contents)

TAP

Internet

DLP(Privacy)

Create new value beyond simple network solution



Traffic generated through the Internet appears in various types of packets. Among these, data that emphasizes security such as financial 
information or personal information are transmitted through encapsulated or tunneled. 

LANEBOW is effective in removing headers by mirroring such encapsulated or tunneled packets, delivering traffic to security/analysis 
equipment, or matching information of inner packets to deliver traffic. 

- Provide rule match function for inner packet of tunneling protocol
- Functions to deliver by stripping the header of the tunneling protocol when delivering packets
- Prevention of performance degradation due to removal of tunneling protocol header of security/analysis

Router(Switch)

Router(Switch)

TAP

Tunnel Protocol Header Stripping

Existing systems have maintained a large number of service traffic sessions to provide a large amount of content. While maintaining a 
session, the security/analysis system of traffic must ensure the integrity of the session and each system needs a solution that can dynami-
cally distribute and virtualize traffic so that no load is generated. 
LANEBOW provides the ability to dynamically distribute and control the traffic of a large amount of service traffic according to the perfor-
mance of the application.

- Session-based load balancing ensures session integrity of security/analysis equipment
- Possible to adjust the ratio of traffic delivered to the security/analysis equipment by assigning weights when load balancing

* Service-aware Load-Balancing

Dynamic Load-balancing
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Different types of packets are used for various Internet services. The path of packets varies according to the pattern or type of such packets 
and the efficiency of each device is often poor. 

LANEBOW can control the flow of the in-line system according to the type of IP, port and packet for each service, thereby minimizing failure 
points of security/analysis equipment and maximizing efficiency.

- When configuring multiple in-line, only necessary traffic can be bypassed, maximizing the efficiency of security/analysis equipment 
- Prevents the increase of failure points due to multiple in-line configurations

IPS
Specified Protocol / IP/ Port

DDOS defense equipment 
TCP SYN / SYNACK

Firewall
All Traffic

Type1 : 

Type2 : 

Type3 : 

Flow Chaining

Create
Your Own Network & Service

5G(LTE)
Core Network
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Experience LANEBOW’s powerful Flow-Map 
setup. Inner Flow-Rule as well as Flow-Rule 
and Default Flow-Rule can be set. 

Flow-Map

You can check all ports in a list.  You can check 
and set the port speed, status, packet error 
detection and Auto Nego. 

Port

You can check all traffic information of 
LANEBOW. Select directly from the equipment 
image and check the traffic easily. 

Traffic

LANEBOW
Graphic User Interface

LANEBOW's GUI provide an intuitive UI and easy UX. 
Experience faster and more efficient traffic management with LANEBOW.  



LANEBOW
Feature Description

Physical

ETC

Function

SOFTWARE DEFINED PACKET CONTROLLER

- CLI, GUI support for operators

   : Provides intuitive CLI and GUI function 

   : Supports Configuration Save, Export, Import, Backup, etc. 

- Standard SNMP support 

   : SNMP v1, v2 support 

- IP, Port ACL support for access control other than authorized accessor

- Http/https, SSH support for remote access management 

- Traffic statistics (PPS, bps) and graphic support for each port 

- IPv4, IPv6  Support 

- User Defined Attribute Match provided 

- Control of Tunneling Protocol such as VxLAN, GTP-U 

- Rule application and packet forwarding for inner packet 

- Header Decapsulation  function

- Port  designation function 

- Support Match Field in various conditions

- IP, MAC, Ethernet Type, VLAN, Protocol, Port, Tunnel Type, UDA

- Protocol support in mobile network environment 

- M:N  multi-port mirroring

- Packet forwarding from multiple input ports to multiple output ports at the same time

- Output Port Group setting and group-specific options available 

- 100GbE, 40GbE, 50GbE, 25GbE 32 physical ports supported

    (4 * 10GbE, 25GbE Break-Out Support)

- 100Gbps QSFP28 or 40Gbps QSFP+ Support

- 1 Rack Unit(1RU)

- Port-Group and Load-Balance functions for the packet to which the Rule is applied 

- Simultaneous application of Rule and Load Balance function

- Fans: hot-swappable 5 redundant fans

- PSUs: AC/DC Support,  2 redundant, load-sharing, hot-swappable

    

- Size(WxDxH): 509x440x44 mm (20.03 x 17.32 x 1.73)

- Weight: 10.005kg (20.05 lb)

- Matched flow overlap analysis possible

- The port in use can be reused in other flow-map rules 

- MPLS Header Stripping

- VLAN TAG insertion/removal possible during packet forwarding 

- Switching Capacity: 3.2Tbps, Forwarding Rate: 4.7Bpps
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